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We present results of laboratory experiments on the evolution of continuously stratified rotating
flows initiated via incremental spin-up in either cylindrical or annular geometries. It is found that the
flow behavior is governed mainly by the Rossbys«d and BurgersBud numbers. Cyclonic and
anticyclonic eddies are formed in a large region of«−Bu parameter space due to instability of the
flow, after the Ekman layer arrest time scale. The extended Eady model of baroclinic instability, in
which the sheared wall layers are taken into account, is advanced to explain this mechanism of eddy
formation. This model accounts for most of the observed features of the instability, and provides a
realistic estimate for the time of onset of eddy formation. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1834570]

I. INTRODUCTION

The present work was motivated by recent laboratory
studies at Arizona State University on the interaction of
along-shelf currents with a single submarine canyon incised
in a long continental slope. A linearly stratified rotating fluid
was forced by either a sinusoidal modulation1 or an impul-
sive change2 of the rotation rate of the tank. During the
course of these studies the question arose as to the stability
of the background flow without the canyon. Our investiga-
tion of that problem demonstrated that a purely zonal flow in
the presence of a shelf-slope topography may become un-
stable under certain conditions, forming large spatially peri-
odic eddies. This phenomenon occurs only in the presence of
stratification, having not been observed in similar experi-
ments with homogeneous fluids. In turn, this study suggested
addressing the stability characteristics of zonal flows in the
absence of bottom topography, i.e., in a circular(or annular)
domain with vertical side walls and flat bottom. The results
obtained are described below.

The spin-up problem, an impulsive change(from V to
V+DV) of the rotation rate of a container filled with fluid, is
one of the classical problems of fluid dynamics that has been

extensively studied in the past.3 It addresses the important
issue of how the torque exerted by the container changes the
local angular momentum of the fluid and how, in turn, such
angular momentum adjustments are transmitted throughout
the fluid. The magnitude of the forcing is typically charac-
terized by the Rossby number,«=DV /V, which describes
the relative change in the rotation rate.

It is now well established that, in a homogeneous fluid,
the flow evolution of spin up/down processes is governed
primarily by the Ekman layers formed on the top and bottom
of the container,4 for relatively small Rossby numbers. They
initially convey the fluid toward the outer wall during
spin-up (positive Rossby numbers) and, subsequently, into
the Stewartson boundary layers on the sidewalls. Fluid par-
cels, in passing through the boundary layers, roughly attain
the speed of the container, and they then move into the inte-
rior. This secondary motion provides spin-up of the fluid to
the new rotation rate of the container in the characteristic
time t=V−1E−1/2, whereE=v /VH2 is the Ekman number,H
is the depth of the fluid layer andv is the kinematic viscosity.

In a stratified fluid, buoyancy effects serve to limit the
circulation in the vertical direction, so that Ekman layer “ar-
rest” becomes possible, after which the interior fluid does not
feel the no-slip boundary condition at the bottom.5,6 This
explains the significantly larger spin-up times for a stratified
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fluid. The flow dynamics are more complicated and are
characterized by an additional parameter, the Burger number,
Bu=NH/ fW. Here W is the characteristic horizontal
length scale of the system,f =2V is the Coriolis parameter,
N2=−sg/r0dsdr̄ /dzd is the Brunt–Vaisala frequency,z is the
vertical coordinate,g is the acceleration due to gravity, and
r̄szd and r0 are the background and reference densities, re-
spectively. In this study the Schmidt number, Sc=v /x (x is
the diffusion coefficient for salt), is sufficiently large for the
effects of the molecular diffusion to be neglected.

During the initial phase of spin-up(positive Rossby
numbers), heavy fluid is transported radially outward along
the bottom, causing a strong deformation of isopycnal sur-
faces near the outer wall(upwelling). Analytical studies of
this problem have been conducted by a large number of au-
thors(see, e.g. Refs. 7–11 for the most recent results). These
employ a boundary-layer approximation and seek an axisym-
metric solution of a similarity type. They are restricted to the
initial stage of spin-up and lose validity for large times in
some parameter regimes.7,10 Nevertheless, even for a highly
nonlinear regime(«=1, spin-up from rest) it provides esti-
mates for a time of the Ekman layer “arrest” and an ultimate
height of the corner regions, above which the fluid remains
unperturbed except in the boundary layers at the side wall.
The nonlinear regime is likely to cause boundary layer insta-
bilities and, as a result, the breakdown of the axial symmetry
of the flow. This phenomenon has been reported to occur for
both linear and two-layer stratifications. Greenspan reported
on the formation of vortices from an “oscillating captured
mass of nonrotating linearly stratified fluid separated by a
bowed shear layer from rotating fluid,”12 although, as he
pointed out “it is not clear whether baroclinic instabilities or
instabilities of a free shear layer is the dominant mechanism
in the production of the vortices.”

The development of nonaxisymmetric instabilities is
even more pronounced in two-layer stratification with a thin
lower layer. In this case the formation during spin-up of a
“bare spot,” a region where the upper layer is in a direct
contact with the tank bottom, produces a front, which be-
comes unstable to baroclinic waves.13,14 The closed circula-
tions(cyclones) were observed to develop near the outer wall
and propagate toward the center of the tank.

The problem of incremental spin-up has been examined
for different regimes in«−Bu parameter space.8,9,15 It was
found that nonaxisymmetric effects were predominant only
for the spin-down case even for high Rossby numbers(«
<0.5, Ref. 9). The velocity fields in the spin-down experi-
ments show the development of anticyclones near the outer
wall after about 20 rotation periods of the container(Ref. 8,
Fig. 15) following the impulsive change of the rotation rate.
One of the aspects of the spin-up flow which requires more
attention is a determination of the boundary in parameter
space along which the axisymmetry-breaking instability oc-
curs.

The formation of large-scale eddies through the develop-
ment of instabilities provides an additional mechanism for
the transport of angular momentum from solid boundaries to
the main body of the fluid. This mechanism substantially
reduces the spin-up time in a stratified fluid making it

smaller than the viscous time scaleE−1V−1=H2/v. Previous
studies of this phenomenon have so far been mainly for
spin-up from rest(nonlinear regime) or with an emphasis on
the early times of the flow development. The long-time evo-
lution of a continuously stratified rotating fluid subjected to a
small change of the rotation rate has received very little at-
tention.

The main goal of this study is to investigate the nature of
the long-term behavior of spin-up in a rotating, linearly
stratified fluid in both cylindrical and annular geometries.
For regions of parameter space for which instabilities occur,
it is also desired to investigate their temporal and spatial
characteristics. The plan for this paper is to describe the ex-
perimental facility and the techniques employed in Sec. II, to
present the experimental results in Sec. III, to provide a the-
oretical background for the observed phenomenon in Sec. IV,
and to summarize and draw conclusions in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experiments were conducted in a cylindrical tank of
radiusR=91 cm and height 20 cm. The initial experiments
utilized the full cylinder, while the second series was per-
formed in an annulus using a circular ring of radiusR1

=55 cm as the inner boundary. The tank was positioned on a
rotating platform whose counterclockwise rotation rate was
set within the frequency ranges0.2ø f ø0.6 s−1d by a
computer-controlled motor, so that the period of rotation,T
=2p /V, varied from 10.5 to 31.4 seconds. The tank was
stratified while rotating using the standard two-bucket tech-
nique. The total depth of the fluid layer,H=12.5 cm, was
fixed in all experiments. The stratification(by salt) is char-
acterized by the buoyancy frequency,N, which varied in the
range 0.8øNø1.9 s−1. Due to the background rotation the
maximum deformation of the free surface of the fluid was
approximately 0.3 cm from the tank center to its edge. In
order to avoid spurious perturbations caused by shear stress
exerted by the air on the fluid surface, the tank was covered
with a transparent canopy, allowing a small gap between the
cover and the free surface.

The flow was visualized by introducing a neutrally buoy-
ant dye-tracer(thymol blue) at middle depth in the vicinity
of the outer wall(and inner wall in the case of an annulus)
before initiating spin-up. Subsequent to initiating the differ-
ential rotation of the tank, the dye tracer was diffused by
shear, forming smooth streaks in the fluid. The evolution of
the dye tracer was recorded from above with a camera rotat-
ing with the tank. To obtain quantitative information on the
flow development, particle tracking velocimetry(PTV) was
employed. In particular, small particles(Pliolite VT) of mean
size 250 microns and appropriate density were distributed
uniformly at various depths(only one level for each experi-
ment) and illuminated with a light source from the side. The
resulting motion was recorded from above and processed us-
ing DigImage software16 to obtain the corresponding veloc-
ity fields. Temporal averaging of the data over a period of
one second provided the “instantaneous” velocity fields.

The change in the rotation rate of the tank was per-
formed during a five-second-time interval and may be con-
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sidered as impulsive. Prior to initiating an experiment, the
tracer particles experienced drifts in the range of
0.1–0.2 cm/s relative to the tank. These values were much
smaller than the forcing spin-up velocities 2–7 cm/s at the
outer wall of the tank. The flow evolution was typically
monitored for about 100 rotation periods.

In some experiments density measurements were per-
formed using several four-electrode microscale conductivity
probes.17 The data were collected using a computer-
controlled acquisition system with a frequency of 10 Hz. All
probes were calibrated in advance using solutions of known
density. Because density and salinity are related through the
equation of stater̄szd=r0s1+bs̄szdd, the data obtained could
be converted into salinity values and, finally, into an estimate
of isopycnal displacements,h. The latter were calculated us-
ing the following expression:

hstd =
gb

N2 fsstd − s̄g,

whereb=7310−4s0/00d−1, sstd and s̄ are the instantaneous
and background salinities, respectively. Because of the sub-
inertial nature of the instabilities to be investigated, the plots
of isopycnal displacements were obtained utilizing a moving
average(every 10 seconds) algorithm as a low-frequency
band pass filter. The accuracy of isopycnal displacement

measurements was in the range ±0.1 cm. The probes were
located at various depths and radial positions from the center
of the tank, which allowed one to investigate the vertical and
horizontal structure of the flow. In order to estimate the
wavelength of the instability(number of eddies in the sys-
tem), two probes were positioned in such a way that they had
the same vertical and radial coordinates, but were separated
from each other by a given distance in the azimuthal direc-
tion. Knowing the frequency of each signal as well as the
phase shift between them, one can estimate the propagation
speed and the wavelength of the instability.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the fluid system under consideration one can show
that the nature of the flow depends on six dimensional pa-
rameters, i.e., the rotation rate,V; the change in the rotation
rate,DV; the buoyancy frequency,N; the horizontal length
scale,W; the depth of the fluid layer,H; and the kinematic
viscosity,v. Using dimensional analysis, the problem being
addressed depends on four dimensionless parameters which
we take as, the Rossby number,«; the Burger number,Bu;
the Ekman number,E; and the aspect ratio,H /W. Recogniz-
ing that the fluid depth was kept constant for all of the ex-
perimentssH=12.5 cmd and the Ekman number was typi-

FIG. 1. Dye visualization of the strati-
fied spin-up flow evolution in a cylin-
drical container. Top view. Parameters
«=0.24, Bu=0.24, f =0.5 s−1, N
=0.87 s−1. Dimensionless time,t /T,
from the beginning of spin-up(a) 11.6,
(b) 20.2, (c) 30, (d) 32.6, (e) 39.2, (f)
43.2.
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cally very smallsE~10−4d, one concludes that the conditions
for the flow instability are primarily determined by the pa-
rameters« andBu.

It was found convenient to use neutrally buoyant dye
tracers to study the large-scale structures of the resulting
flows. A typical unstable flow pattern formed in a cylindrical
test cell during spin-up is shown in Fig. 1; note, that the dark
circle in the center of the image is not an obstruction but is a
part of the flat bottom of the tank.

For this set of parameters, after about 10 revolutions, the
flow in the tank(in the clockwise direction with respect to
the tank) continues to be stable[Fig. 1(a)—see the circular
dye streaks in the vicinity of the outer wall]. The dye streaks
begin to change from circular to polygonal after approxi-
mately 20 revolutions[Fig. 1(b)]. This stage is followed by
the formation of eddies attached to the outer wall[Fig. 1(c)].
These eddies are always cyclones(anticyclones) in the case
of spin-up(spin-down). Once formed, the vortices continue
their anticyclonic advection around the tank and, at the same
time, they rapidly grow in size and merge. In so doing larger
eddies are formed[Fig. 1(d)] and the wavelength of the in-
stability increases. When their size becomes comparable with
about one-half of the tank radius, they detach from the wall,
generating a strong narrow current in the radial direction,
and reconnect again some distance downstream[Fig. 1(e)].
Finally, the system reaches a state where the eddies are ap-
proximately at rest with respect to the tank[Fig. 1(f)]. Al-
though the dye tracer remains visible for several hours(de-
termined by diffusion of the dye), the system has spun up
and only weak residual flows remain. This is akin to the late
wake behind a sphere towed in a stratified fluid,18 when the
dye pattern remains visible for a long time although the fluid
motion has ceased. The tracer patterns eventually disappear
by molecular diffusion.

Assuming that the spin-up time of the system is about
100 rotation periods, one concludes that in this particular
example its value is about one-sixth of the diffusive time

scale,V−1E−1,4.5 hours. Thus, the instability of the flow
leads to faster spin-up. This, in turn, implies that the system
has experienced a more rapid transport of angular momen-
tum from the boundaries to the bulk of the fluid than would
have occurred by molecular diffusion.

An example of an unstable flow in the annular geometry
is given by the sequence of photographs in Fig. 2. Here the
dye tracer was introduced in the vicinity of both the outer
and inner walls; note that the outer edge of the dark circle in
the center of the image is the inner boundary of the annulus.
The nature of the flow development in the annular region is
found to be qualitatively similar to that in the cylinder. In
particular, four basic states of the flow evolution can be ob-
served; see Fig. 2.

For the experiment presented, the dye streaks preserve
their circular shape until aboutt /T<30 [Fig. 2(a)]. After
about 45 revolutions of the tank the flow becomes unstable
as evidenced by the formation of eddies. Cyclones and anti-
cyclones originate independently near the outer and inner
walls, respectively[Fig. 2(b)]. Although, they continuously
expand, as in the case of a cylinder, their growth is limited
by the width of the channel. Two systems of eddies finally
interconnect and form one “vortex street”[Fig. 2(c)]. Even at
this late timest /T<70d the system has not reached a quasi-
steady state. Eddies still have a significant azimuthal velocity
component(to the right) with respect to the rotating tank.
Eventually, the relative motion cannot be detected and the
system has spun up to the new rotation rate. The flow pattern
consisting of eddies of opposite sign remains visible for sev-
eral hours[Fig. 2(d)].

The present series of experiments shows that for suffi-
ciently small « at fixed Bu and for sufficiently largeBu at
fixed «, both the cylinder and annulus flows can be stabi-
lized. Figure 3(a) demonstrates the former criterion in that it
is an experiment at the same Burger number as in Fig. 2, but
at a significantly lower Rossby number(i.e., 0.03 compared
with 0.12). The flow at t /T=52 shows no evidence of the

FIG. 2. Dye visualization of the strati-
fied spin-up flow evolution in an annu-
lus. Top view. Unstable regime. Pa-
rameters«=0.12,Bu=1.08, f =0.5 s−1,
N=1.55 s−1, t /T= (a) 23.9, (b) 45.7,
(c) 69.8, (d) 92.3.
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instability. The second criterion is demonstrated in Fig. 3(b).
Here the Rossby number has been set at 0.3, a larger value
than that for the experiment in Fig. 1. Nevertheless by setting
the Burger number large enough, the flow could be made
stable. It should be noted that in the latter case, the param-
eters were chosen in such a way that the amount of shear
generated during spin-up near the wall regions was the same
as in Fig. 2. This was achieved by reducing the rotation rate
from V=0.25 s−1 to 0.1 s−1, but keepingDV=0.03 s−1 the
same. These examples show that the flow remains stable at
the middle depth. In both cases the flow evolution was fol-
lowed for more than 100 rotation periods, but the pattern
remained as shown in Fig. 3, which signifies that spin-up to
the new rotation rate was achieved on a diffusive time scale
at this level.

A natural question that one might ask is what behavior
does the flow demonstrate in the spin-down case? Although
the latter was not the primary focus of this study, one ex-
ample is shown in Fig. 4. In this experiment the flow exhibits
instabilities in a fashion similar to the spin-up case, but now
the signs of the eddies are reversed(cyclones and anticy-
clones form near the inner and outer walls, respectively).
Extending this result beyond the actual parameters consid-
ered must be done with caution.

The development of flow instabilities and the ensuing
formation of eddies was also monitored with PTV technique
in the same range of the Rossby and Burger numbers. Figure
5 shows the evolution of a typical radial profile of the azi-
muthal velocity, normalized byDVR, for the case of spin-up

in the cylinder. The total width of the view field is about
30 cm with the outer wall of the tank corresponding to the
right-hand side of the plotsr /R=1d. Experimental values
were obtained by retrieving the data along the cross section
of the velocity vector field, produced with the help of DigIm-
age software, in the radial direction. The cross section was
the same(fixed with respect to the rotating tank) for all di-
mensionless times given in the legend. It is clear that the
initial solid-body(linear) velocity profile, established imme-
diately after the change of the rotation rate, transforms into a
boundary-layer profile with the largest velocity near the outer
wall. Because spin-up generates a flow in clockwise direc-

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2. Stable regime. Parameters:(a) «=0.03,Bu

=1.08, f =0.5 s−1, N=1.55 s−1, t /T=52; (b) «=0.3, Bu=2.61, f =0.2 s−1, N
=1.5 s−1, t /T=31.5.

FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 2, but for spin down. Parameters«=0.16,Bu

=0.91, f =0.38 s−1, N=1 s−1, t /T= (a) 29.6, (b) 70.8.

FIG. 5. Radial profile of the normalized azimuthal velocity for spin-up flow
in the cylinder at the levelz/H=0.76 from the bottom. Dimensionless time
since the beginning of spin-up is given in the legend. Parameters«=0.12,
Bu=0.27, f =0.5 s−1, N=1 s−1.
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tion, the values of the azimuthal velocity are negative. With
time this maximum drifts toward the center of the tank and,
at late times, the azimuthal velocity becomes positive in the
near-wall region, which signifies the formation of eddies.
Velocity measurements conducted at different vertical levels
revealed the signature of eddies through the full depth of the
fluid. Due to the limitations of the particle tracking technique
employed in the current experiments(i.e., the light sheet re-
mained fixed at a certain depth) it was impossible to corre-
late the measurements at various levels for the same values
of the flow parameters. Because of the slight difference in
the initial conditions, the misalignment of eddies might occur
in the azimuthal direction from one experiment to another.
However, the repeatability of the phenomena was confirmed
by the same spatial organization and formation time of ed-
dies.

In order to obtain information on the vertical structure of
the flow a series of density measurements was conducted for
spin-up in both the cylinder and annulus. Figure 6 demon-
strates a typical behavior of isopycnals at three depths during
spin-up in the cylinder, 7 cm from the outer wall. Data ac-
quisition was begun about seven tank rotation periods prior
to the initiation of spin-up. Before the impulsive start, the
probe readings are nil, which signifies that the system is in a
state of solid-body rotation. After the beginning of spin-up
all probes showed positive displacements of isopycnals from
their equilibrium position. This manifests the beginning of
upwelling near the outer wall of the tank. The maximum
displacement occurs at middle depth(probeM). The signal
shows that the flow becomes unstable, not instantaneously as
spin-up begins but after some time when the conditions for
instability are reached(see Sec. IV). The instability develops
in the form of eddies, which are represented by regular low-

frequency(about 0.1f) oscillations in Fig. 6. In this example
oscillations are registered first at the middle depth and later
occur in the upper and lower layers of the fluid. By the end
of the observation timest /T<90d the density of the fluid at
all three levels has returned to its original value. This can be
interpreted as a sign that little mixing occurred in the system.

When the Rossby number is decreased the isopycnal dis-
placements demonstrate a different behavior(Fig. 7). Al-
though instabilities are detected at all three levels, the oscil-
lations occur later and the upwelling height is smaller. The
period of isopycnal undulations is larger and the oscillations
are more regular in Fig. 7. This is due to the fact that the
detachment of the eddies from the wall is less likely to occur
in the latter case. The spin-up time is longer for the smaller
Rossby number case(compare the deviation of isopycnals
from zero att /T<80 in Figs. 6 and 7). Note that there is a
similar phase shift pattern in the signals at different levels in
Figs. 6 and 7, with the amplitude of oscillations being maxi-
mum at the middle depth(probeM). This is the characteristic
feature of baroclinic systems.19

To investigate the baroclinic nature of the observed ed-
dies several experiments were conducted for higher values of
the Rossby deformation radius,Rd=WBu, whereW is defined
as the radius of the tank(in the case of a cylinder) or the
width of the channel(in the case of an annulus). For small
Rossby numberss«ø0.1d no instability was detected at any
level. Therefore, the change in the rotation rate,DV, was
substantially increased. A typical example is shown in Fig. 8,
where the Rossby number is four times larger than in Fig. 7.
In this case the undulations were undetectable at the middle
depth and close to the free surface. However, the instability
develops at the lowest level(z=2 cm from the bottom of the

FIG. 6. Evolution of the normalized isopycnal displace-
ments during spin-up of a linearly stratified fluid in a
cylinder. Parameters«=0.2, Bu=0.25, f =0.5 s−1, N
=0.89 s−1. Probes are distributed vertically atz=sMd6,
sBd2.5, sUd10.5 cm from the bottom and positioned at
r =84 cm from the center of the tank. A drawing shows
the position of the probes with respect to the free sur-
face and bottom of the tank. The timet=0 signifies the
beginning of measurements, while the end of the flat
region corresponds to the initiation of spin-up.

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 6. Parameters«=0.1, Bu

=0.24, f =0.5 s−1, N=0.87 s−1. Probes are distributed
vertically at z=sMd6, sBd2, sUd10.5 cm from the bot-
tom and positioned atr =84 cm from the center of the
tank.
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tank) as evidenced from the signals detected by two probes
located at that depth and positioned at the same radius from
the center of the cylinder, but separated by some distance in
the azimuthal direction(Fig. 8). Both probes show the same
value for the upwelling height as well as eddy formation
time. The phase shift is caused by the time an eddy takes to
travel from one probe to the other.

The evolution of the isopycnal displacements in the case
of an annulus is shown in Fig. 9. In this particular example
all probes were positioned at middle depth along the radius,
so that probessId and sOd were close to the inner and outer
walls, respectively, while probesCd was located amid them.
After the initiation of spin-up the up-welling(down-welling)
occurs near the outer(inner) walls of the tank. This follows
from different signs of the isopycnal displacements regis-
tered by probessId and sOd. ProbesCd shows a slight nega-
tive deviation from the zero. Large amplitude fluctuations
occur after about 50–60 rotations of the tank. When the vor-
tex street has formed, i.e., cyclones and anticyclones extend
through the whole width of the channel[Fig. 2(d)], the un-
dulations become correlated, because all probes cover the
area occupied by the same eddy. The maximum amplitude is
achieved in the central region[probe(C)].

The information on the flow stability in the cylinder and
annulus obtained by using different measurement techniques
is presented on the flow regime diagram in Fig. 10. Because
it is not possible to differentiate between nature of the insta-
bilities in the cylindrical and annular geometries, both of
these cases are presented on the same diagram. The flow
remains stable for large values of the Burger number(or the
Rossby deformation radius) and small values of the Rossby
number. It should be noted that most of the measurements
were made at the middle depth and only a few, when the

vertical structure of eddies was investigated, involved the
lower layers of the fluid. These cases are marked “stable”
only if the instability was not registered at all vertical levels.
For example, one solid triangle in Fig. 10 represents the case
when the oscillations were not detected at all three levels
(including z=2 cm from the bottom of the tank). In the ex-
periment, conducted for the same Burger number but larger
Rossby numbers«=0.4d, the oscillations developed at the
level z=2 cm, although they were undetectable at the upper
levels. Therefore, this case was marked as an open triangle.

It was noted before that the beginning of eddy formation
is different depending on the value of the Rossby number.
The data analysis shows that the formation time decreases
with increasing Rossby number(Fig. 11). This is valid for
the flow in both cylindrical and annular geometries, although
the values for the latter are slightly smaller. For the range of
parameters investigated the formation time is found to be
independent of the Burger number. As an example, the val-
ues of the Burger number are given in Fig. 11 for two ex-
periments conducted in the annulus for the same Rossby
number s«=0.12d. The variation in the formation time for
these two cases is within the error bars, and therefore is
indiscernible.

In the experiments for which either two probes were
positioned at a fixed distance from each other in the azi-
muthal direction or dye visualization/particle tracking were
conducted, the characteristic wavelength of the instability
was estimated and plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of the
Rossby deformation radius. The wavelengths obtained from
density measurements were estimated at the time when regu-
lar low-frequency oscillations with amplitude of at least 10%
of the upwelling height were detected. Such a determination
of the formation time as well as the wavelength is subjected

FIG. 8. The same as in Fig. 6. Parameters«=0.4, Bu

=1.31, f =0.2 s−1, N=1.9 s−1. ProbessB1d and sB2d are
positioned atr =84 cm from the center of the tank and
separated by the distance 24 cm(with probeB2 being
upstream) in the azimuthal direction. Both probes are
located atz=2 cm from the bottom of the tank.

FIG. 9. Evolution of the normalized isopycnal displace-
ments for spin-up of a linearly stratified fluid in an an-
nulus. Parameters«=0.12, Bu=0.69, f =0.5 s−1, N
=1 s−1. Probes are located atr =sCd74, sId61, sOd85 cm
from the center and atz=6 cm from the bottom of the
tank. A drawing in the upper left corner shows the po-
sition of the probes with respect to the inner and outer
walls of the annulus.
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to the uncertainty shown by the error bars in Figs. 11 and 12.
Although there is some scatter in the data, one may notice
the tendency for the wavelength to grow for the range of
Rossby deformation radii typical of experimental parameters.
The result of one experiment(Fig. 8; Rd=119 cm.R
=91 cm), not shown in Fig. 12, gives the value for the wave-
length l=60 cm (see also the description of Fig. 8 above).
The substantial increase of the Rossby deformation radius
was achieved in this case by simultaneously increasing the
stratification sN=1.9 s−1d and decreasing the rotation rate
sf =0.2 s−1d of the system. There were no systematic studies
of instability characteristics for such large values of the
Rossby deformation radius.

IV. THEORY: THE EXTENDED EADY MODEL

We describe here a theoretical framework, which we
term the extended Eady model, for the mechanism of gen-
eration of the oscillations and eddies described in the preced-
ing section. After the initial change in the rotation rate of the
tank, the bottom Ekman layer commences the process of
stratified spin-up or spin-down. For definiteness we describe
the case of spin-up, where the change in angular velocity is
positive. The fluid in the bottom Ekman layer is flung out-
ward and rises from the corner at the outer wall. In general
terms, the net result of this process is well known.20 For a
system with a horizontal scaleW, a vertically sheared baro-
clinic state of the heightfW/N is established in the charac-
teristic timefW/NsvVd1/2. The estimate for this time follows
from the usual Ekman spin-up time based on the vertical
length scaled=W/S1/2, where S=N2/ f2 (Ref. 20, p. 270).
Hereafter we will use the term Ekman layer arrest time to
characterize this quasisteady state, when no further Ekman
pumping occurs, and therefore the interior flow experiences a
nearly free-slip boundary condition at the bottom. In this
time scale, the fluid above this level is largely unaffected,
and might be expected to spin-up during a much longer vis-
cous timeW2/v. Instead, as the experiments above demon-
strate, eddies appear at a time which is longer than the Ek-
man layer arrest time, but much less than the viscous time
scale. To account for this, it seems appropriate to consider
the stability of the flow after the Ekman layer arrest is estab-
lished. For this purpose, we consider a dynamical model that
assumes a simplified form of the mean velocity profile, and
is designed to reflect the main characteristics of the flow
dynamics. We consider two cases, namely,Bu,1, and Bu

.1. ParameterW corresponds to the width of the annulus or
the radius of the cylinder.

For the radial geometry, we define cylindrical coordi-
nates(r, f, z) relative to the frame of the tank(r =0 corre-
sponds to the center of the tank). The perturbation velocity
has three components(v8, u8, w8). The basic state after the
arrest of the Ekman layer is represented by the function

FIG. 10. Flow regime diagram. Triangles and squares correspond to the
cylinder and annulus cases, respectively. Open symbols, unstable regime;
solid symbols, stable regime. The numbers near some symbols indicate the
vertical level(in cm) from the bottom of the tank.

FIG. 11. Dependence of the eddy formation time on the Rossby number.
Open symbols, cylinder; solid symbols, annulus. The error bar is shown on
the plot. The numbers near the symbols indicate the values of the Burger
number.

FIG. 12. Dependence of the characteristic wavelength,l (in cm), of the
instability on the Rossby deformation radius,Rd (in cm). Open symbols,
cylinder; solid symbols, annulus. The error bars are shown on the plot.
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Usr ,zd, positive in the direction off decreasing, with the
following form:

Usr,zd = rDV
Nz

fW
, 0 , Bu , 1, s1d

Usr,zd = rDV
Nz

fW
, 0 , z, fW/N,

=rDV, fW/N , z, H,

Bu . 1. s2d

This applies in the central region, far from the boundaries.
The flow is assumed to be in geostrophic and hydrostatic
balance, so that the mean density field has horizontal gradi-
ents consistent with the thermal wind equation(in the Bouss-
inesq approximation)

U = −
1

fr0

] p̄

] r
,

1

r0

] r̄

] r
=

f

g

] U

] z
, s3d

wherer̄ and p̄ denote the density and pressure for this flow
state(r0 is the mean density of the fluid). We are concerned
with the flow many rotation periods after the change in the
rotation rate. By this time, initially thin boundary layers at
the sidewalls diffuse to become shear layers of a significant
thickness, which we denote asWb=svtd1/2 after time t. Ac-
cordingly, in the layer adjacent to the outer wall of the tank,
R−Wb, r ,R, the velocity profile is assumed to have the
following form:

Usr,zd = sR− WbdDV
Nz

fW

sR− rd
Wb

, 0 , Bu , 1, s4d

Usr,zd = sR− WbdDV
Nz

fW

sR− rd
Wb

, 0 , z, fW/N,

=sR− WbdDV
sR− rd

Wb
, fW/N , z, H,

Bu . 1,

s5d

whereR is the radius of the tank, andWb!W. For the an-
nulus, the symmetric linearly sheared profile of the same
width is taken at the inner wallr =R1, so that the velocity at
each sidewall is zero.

A. The case 0 <Bu <1

We examine the stability of the above flows, when 0
,Bu,1, and first consider the case of the annulus. For
quasigeostrophic motion, withu=sv8 ,U+u8 ,w8d, the linear-
ized system of the governing equations is19

u8 = −
1

r0f
pr8, v8 = −

1

r0fr
pf8 , r8 = −

1

g
pz8,

s6d

w8 =
1

r0N
2F− S ]

] t
−

U

r

]

] f
Dpz8 −

Uz

r
pf8G ,

where the primes denote perturbed quantities and the suffices

denote derivatives. The perturbation vorticity equation is
written in polar coordinates[allowing for variableUsr ,zd but
constantN] as

S ]

] t
−

U

r

]

] f
DF¹h

2p8 +
f2

N2pzz8 G
+ SUrr +

Ur

r
−

U

r2 +
f2

N2UzzD1

r
pf8 = 0, s7d

whereDh
2 is the horizontal Laplacian. The boundary condi-

tions are

w8 = 0 at z = 0,H, andp8 = 0 at the sidewalls. s8d

We look for the solutions of(7) in the formp8sr ,zdeiasf+ctd,
wherea is the dimensionless azimuthal wave number andc
has the dimensions of frequency. From the necessary azi-
muthal periodicity, the possible values fora are

a = n, n = 1,2,3, . . . . s9d

For the(effectively inviscid) case, whenWb=0 and the cen-
tral region fills the whole domain, Eq.(7) reduces to

¹h
2p8 +

f2

N2pzz8 = 0. s10d

The solution, which satisfies the boundary conditions(8), is

p8 = sJnsKnrd + BYnsKnrddSsinhsKnNz/fd

−
KnWc

DV
coshsKnNz/fdDeinsf+ctd, s11d

whereJn andYn are the Bessel functions,

B = −
JnsKnRd
YnsKnRd

, s12d

andKn is determined from

JnsKnR1dYnsKnRd − JnsKnRdYnsKnR1d = 0. s13d

In the case of the cylinder, whenR1=0, formula(13) reduces
to

JnsKnRd = 0. s14d

Application of the boundary conditionw8=0 at z=H gives
the Eady condition for instability(e.g., Ref. 19, Sec. 13.3),
which in the present notation yields

c

DVBu
=

1

2
± iF 1

X
Scoth X −

1

X
D −

1

4
G1/2

, X =
NKnH

f
.

s15d

When 0,X,2.4 (the short-wave cutoff), Eq. (15) predicts a
nonzero imaginary part ofc, and hence, guaranties the
growth of disturbances. The growth rateaci ,0.2nDVBu

[whereci =Imscd] determines a growth time which is typi-
cally of the order of several rotation periods.
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For the annulus experiments described in this paper, the
flow should be stable according to this criterion; the smallest
eigenvaluesKn from (13) give values forX which are gen-
erally too large for the unstable range. In physical terms, the
annulus is too narrow to permit growing baroclinic waves.
This is consistent with the observations, where the observed
waves do not begin to appear until after 20 or more rotation
periods. Further, the structure of the observed waves is not
consistent with the above analysis, as the eddies first appear
close to the lateral boundaries. For the cylinder, the instabil-
ity criterion could be marginally satisfied for small zonal
wave numbers, though not for larger ones; again, the ob-
served waves do not satisfy these predictions. Therefore, it is
necessary to include the regions of lateral shear into the
analysis, and we address next the profile(4), assuming that
the wall layers are sufficiently thick for the baroclinic motion
within them to be essentially inviscid.

In the central region, outside the wall layers, the solution
(11) still applies. However,(12) and(13) are now not appli-
cable, andKn is yet to be determined. In the highly sheared
wall layers, the azimuthal velocity is geostrophic, but the
normal velocity generally is not,19 and in the equation for the
latter we retain the terms for horizontal velocity. Hence in
the wall layers, where(7) is no longer applicable, we have

u8 = −
1

fr0
pr8,

s16d

S f − Ur −
U

r
Dv8 = −

1

r0r
pf8 −

1

r0f
Sprt8 −

U

r
prf8 D .

We requirep8 andv8 to be continuous at the junction, which
implies that the flow is geostrophic there as it is in the inte-
rior, i.e.,

v8 = −
1

r0fr
pf8 at r = R− Wb, R1 + Wb. s17d

Hence we may integrate(7) across the junction between the
layers (r =R−Wb and R1+Wb) to obtain (note, that for the
mean flowU the assumed straight-line profile has a discon-
tinuity in vorticity at the edge of the boundary layer and,
therefore,Urr has a delta-function behavior there)

Sc −
U

r
Dfpr8s+ d − pr8s− dg +

1

r
sUrs+ d − Urs− ddp8 = 0.

s18d

In fact, the flow along this junction is geostrophic on both
sides. The full semigeostrophic equation for the flow inside
the highly sheared wall layer and its solution is complex
(see, e.g., Ref. 19, Sec. 13.8). However, we do not need to
solve it, as we are able to derive the properties for this flow
that are sufficient for our purpose here.

Substituting this into(16) and (17) yields (assuming
Wb/R is small)

Sc −
U

r
Dpr8s+ d = −

Urs+ d
r

p8, r = R− Wb s19d

and sinceUrs−d=0, (18) and (19) together give

pr8sR− Wb−d = −
UrsR− Wb−d

sR− Wbdc − UsR− Wbd
p8sR− Wbd

s20d

and similarly,

pr8sR1 + Wb+d = −
UrsR1 + Wb+d

sR1 + Wbdc − UsR1 + Wbd
p8sR1 + Wbd.

s21d

For a tank of sufficiently large radius the terms on the right-
hand sides of(20) and(21) are small, and may be neglected.
Making this approximation implies thatu8=0 at these loca-
tions [follows from the first equation in(16)], and permits
the determination ofKn, which is given by

Jn8sKnsR− WbddYn8sKnsR1 + Wbdd

− Jn8sKnsR1 + WbddYn8sKnsR− Wbdd = 0, s22d

for the annulus. For the cylinder, this reduces to

Jn8sKnsR− Wbdd = 0. s23d

The parameterB in (11) is given by

B = −
Jn8sKnsR− Wbdd
Yn8sKnsR− Wbdd

. s24d

These relations determine the stability properties of the sys-
tem and the flow structure in the broad central region. The
instability criterion gives smaller minimum values ofKn,
compared to those given by(13) and (14), which generally
lie within the unstable range, giving maximum growth rates
for n<4, 5 [here, we assume thatWb! hR1,Rj and, there-
fore, it may be omitted in(22) and(23)]. Hence, although we
have not fully determined the flow solution in the wall lay-
ers, the overall properties of the flow are clear. The principal
effect of the sheared wall layers is to render the boundary
conditions of the central region as “free boundaries.” Further
details may be readily obtained. For example, the geo-
strophic mean zonal flow inside the wall layer may be ob-
tained from the boundary conditions on each side.

B. The case Bu >1

For the case whenBu.1 the above analysis also applies
with appropriate modifications. In the lower sheared region,
0,z, fW/N, solution(11) again applies, while in the upper
region it becomes

p8 = sJnsKnrd + BYnsKnrddB2ssinhsKnNz/fd

− tanhsBuKnWdcoshsKnNz/fddeinsf+ctd,

fW/N , z, H, s25d

whereB is again given by(24), and continuity at the junction
requires
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B2 =

tanhsKnWd − KnW
c

DV

1 − tanhsKnWdtanhsBuKnWd
. s26d

The parameterc is determined from the quadratic equation

C2 − S1 +
T1

1 + T2
DC +

1 − T1

KnW tanhsKnWsBu − 1dds1 + T2d

+
T1

1 + T2
= 0, s27d

where

C = c/DV, T1 =
tanhKnW

KnW
, T2 =

tanhKnW

tanhKnWsBu − 1d
.

s28d

Solutions of(27) showing the imaginary part of the root are
given in Fig. 13, for various values ofBu. Note that the curve
has an asymptotic form for largeBu, reflecting the property
that the instability is centered in the baroclinic region 0,z
, fW/N, and is insensitive to the depth of the upper barotro-
pic layer as the latter becomes large. ForBu,1, the curve
for Bu=1 applies, with the ordinate taken asci / sBuDVd. The
above model gives values ofKn which lie within the unstable
range. Furthermore, the structure of the disturbances is gen-
erally consistent with the experimental observations, being
centered near the boundaries of the highly sheared wall lay-
ers. The zonal wave numbers of the most rapidly growing
waves are in the range 4ønø6.

C. Time required for eddy formation

One further criterion requires attention. The wall layers
form through viscous diffusion, but the proposed model de-
pends on the motion within the wall layers being essentially
inviscid. This cannot apply when the layers are thin, but how
thick do they need to be? In order to address this question,

we consider the expressions for the velocity in the wall layer
in terms of p8, but including the viscous terms. Sinceuv8u
! uu8u (before the eddies form), (16) gives

u8 = −
1

fr0
pr8,

s29d

S f − Ur −
U

r
Dv8 = −

1

rr
pf8 −

1

rf
Sprt8 −

U

r
prf8 D

− n¹2u8,

where¹2 is the Laplace operator in cylindrical coordinates,
and the viscous terms in ther equation are small and have
been omitted. We next make the approximation that the mo-
tion in question is primarily horizontal, so that the vertical
divergence is negligible in the continuity equation, implying

¹hu8 =
1

r
srv8dr −

1

r
uf8 = 0. s30d

Substitutingu8 and v8 from (29) into (30), and making the
further assumption that the radius of curvature of the bound-
ary is large, so that it is effectively plane, yields for the
largest terms

urrr8 +
ia

n
Sc −

Usr,zd
r

Dur8 = 0, R− Wb , r , R. s31d

Hereu8 satisfies the no-slip condition atr =R. If one defines
a variableY so that

Y = gS r − R

Wb
+

c

DVFszd
D, g = S iaDVWb

2Fszd
n

D1/3

,

s32d

where

Fszd =
Nz

fW
, 0 , z, fW/N,

=1, z. fW/N, s33d

then (30) becomes

uYYY+ YuY = 0, s34d

which is the Airy equation foruY, with Y varying from
gs−1+fc/DVFszdgd to gsc/DVFszdd. The solution of(34)
may be expressed in terms of Airy functions

usrd =E
R

r

sa1AisY8d + b1BisY8dddr8, s35d

wherea1 and b1 are appropriate constants, andsr8 ,Y8d de-
note dummy variables. This solution describes the oscillatory
boundary layer near the wall, tending to the values consistent
with the inviscid theory at a sufficient distance from it, to
equal the desired value atr =R−Wb. From the contour ofY
in the complex plane, the criterion for the solution to tran-
scend this boundary layer is thatugu be sufficiently large, i.e.,

FIG. 13. The complex wave speed for various values ofBuù1, scaled with
DV, as a function of wave number, as given by(15) and (27). Values for
Bu,1 are given by theBu=1 curve, with the ordinate taken asci / sDVBud.
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SaDVWb
2Fszd

n
D1/3

@ 1. s36d

SinceFszd=Os1d, a=n, Wb=svtd1/2, (36) gives

Sn
DV

V
VtD1/3

@ 1, s37d

which states that the growth time measured in turntable pe-
riods of rotation is inversely proportional to the Rossby num-
ber,«=DV /V. Interestingly, this criterion is largely indepen-
dent of the other parameters, including the fluid viscosity. If
we taken=5, for the quantity in(37) to exceed 5(a reason-
ably large number) we requiret /T.4/«, which is in good
quantitative agreement with the data shown in Fig. 11.
Hence, although this criterion is not a rigorous one, it implies
that the principal factor limiting the development of the in-
stabilities is the time required for the sheared wall layers to
grow under viscous diffusion.

In summary, the extended Eady model gives a realistic
description of the structure of the growing modes and pro-
vides a reasonable estimate for the time required for their
appearance. The presence of the sheared wall layers compen-
sates for the narrowness of the annulus(or cylinder) and
permits an appropriate wave structure.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Although a plausible explanation of the eddy formation
was provided in the preceding section, we find it useful to
discuss here the role of some other possible mechanisms.
One of them is the instability of the Ekman layer. The latter
was studied extensively in a homogeneous fluid. During
spin-up or spin-down a series of waves(vortex rolls) first
confined to the boundary layer develop.21,22A general crite-
rion, based on the experimental data, for the onset of insta-
bility can be formulated as follows(Ref. 4, p. 281):

«ER
−1/2 . 56, s38d

whereER=v /VR2. Numerical calculations of the perturbed
system of equations revealed a similar criterion.23 In our ex-
perimentsER<10−5 and, thus, one obtains«.0.18. There-
fore, in general, it is possible that for«ù0.18 the formation
of eddies might be caused by the development of instabilities
in the Ekman layer. On the other hand, this phenomenon was
registered close to the free surface for« as low as 0.05 and it
is unlikely that the instabilities from the bottom of the tank
have propagated through the whole water column for such
small values of the Rossby number. In fact, there was no
long-time delay registered for low-frequency oscillations to
develop at the upper levels(Figs. 6 and 7).

The types of instabilities that may develop in continu-
ously stratified spin-up flows are not limited to baroclinic
modes only. Geostrophic vorticess«!1d are predicted to be
stable when they are sufficiently small compared to the
Rossby deformation radius and have relatively weak shear
beyond the velocity maximum.24 A “twisting” mode of insta-
bility (tilting of the vortex axis) may occur for vortices with
broad regions where the flow decreases to zero when the
deep flow is co-rotating with the upper flow. However, this

“barotropic” instability would be typical for small eddies
formed after the breakup of the original vortex.

Non-axisymmetric behavior of the decelerating(spin-
down) flows has been attributed before to Gortler instability.8

We next discuss this possibility. Gortler instability of
boundary-layer flow along a concave wall leads to the for-
mation of streamwise vortices(their axes being parallel to
the basic flow direction).25 One feature of Gortler vortices is
the convection of streamwise momentum normal to the wall.
As a result, formation of “mushroom-like” streaklines occurs
when low-momentum fluid from the wall is convected into
the boundary layer. The presence of stratification will signifi-
cantly limit their vertical extent. Another pronounced char-
acteristic of Gortler instability is the development of the
highly inflectional distorted velocity profiles for the different
streamwise locations(see, e.g., Ref. 25, Figs. 8 and 9). Such
a behavior was not observed in the current experiments.

To this end, the principal findings of this study are as
follows. (i) It was demonstrated that spin-up flows of rotat-
ing, linearly stratified fluids in cylindrical and annular do-
mains may become unstable at late times(several tens of
rotation periods) even when the Rossby number is smalls«
ø0.1d; (ii ) the formation of baroclinic cyclonic and anticy-
clonic eddies was attributed to the growth of sheared wall
layers; (iii ) the derived flow regime diagram indicates that
the instability may be suppressed by increasingBu and de-
creasing«; (iv) the eddy formation time decreases for larger
« and is independent ofBu (for the range of parameters in-
vestigated).

Finally, we note that the results obtained may have some
relevance to oceanic flows. Coastal winds blowing in the
along-shore direction(with the coast to the left in the north-
ern hemisphere) cause up-welling evident from the sea sur-
face temperature maps derived from aircraft radiometer
measurements26 (e.g., the coast of Oregon). A coastal up-
welling front is susceptible to baroclinic instabilities revealed
in the form of frontally trapped unstable wave motions,
which are responsible for along-front variability and intensi-
fied cross-shelf transport. Our study demonstrates that the
stability of coastal up-welling fronts may depend not only on
the value of the Rossby deformation radius but also on the
Rossby number. Certainly, in natural conditions the coastline
is never smooth and the bottom topography is never flat.
Nevertheless, a better understanding of the flow dynamics in
such simple geometries as cylinder and annulus is essential
for the development of coastal oceanic models, where vari-
ous topographic features(e.g., continental slopes,27

canyons,2 capes,28 etc.) modify the complex picture of the
flow behavior.
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